
CHECKLIST
Raster Graphics Final Project Name: _______________________

□ Size - Cold Cereal (W: 30cm, H:40cm) [ 72ppi ]

Size - Hot Cereal (W: 19cm, H:27cm) [ 72ppi ]

GRAPHIC TO MAKE
□ 1 Name of the cereal (original) must use Text Along Path

□ 2 Type of cereal (hot, cold, healthy choice, ...) 

□ 3 Slogan / marketing statement for the cereal (make up your own slogan)

□ 4 Name of cereal producer (e.g. Kellogg's, but make up your own name)

□ 5 Amount of cereal (in grams or kilograms)

□ 6 Cereal bowl (layer with student-made shadow effect)

□ 7 Cereal in the bowl (composite of multiple layers containing individual pieces of cereal that have 

been cut out from different source images)

□ 8 Images of 2 people (from different source images, but lighting and shading must be similar or 

related)

□ 9 Complexity (student work is expected to be of the highest quality and complexity)

□ 10 Realism (student work is expected to achieve all of the above while still maintaining the look-and-

feel of an actual cereal box that might be found in a store)

ON YOUR WEEBLY PAGE
□ 11 Create a new page called "Cereal Box" (Indent "Cereal Box" under "Raster Graphics")

Write up on this page must include:

□ 12 Links to all images used (and altered) in the final project

□ 13 How you achieved your colour scheme

□ 14 Describe some filters used (explain the before and after)

□ 15 Describe some techniques used (before and after)

□ 16 Describe some cloning (before and after)

□ 17 Describe something of which you are most proud

□ 18 Describe something you wish hadn't happened or something you would do differently if you 

were to do it again

SAVING AND POSTING ON WEEBLY
□ 19 Post a "Picture" of your cereal box cover (select "Open larger image when clicked")

Name your files like this:

□ 20 R-Graham-CerealBox .xcf               or R-Graham-CerealBox .psd

□ 21 R-Graham-CerealBox .jpg

□ 22 R-Graham-CerealBox .png

Upload your files as "Files" (under the "Multimedia" left side tab)

□ 23 Upload your main file (XCF or PSD)

□ 24 Upload your PNG (export) file

□ 25 Upload your JPG (export) file

For marking criteria, see: http://www.witty.ca/rg-final-project.html

http://www.witty.ca/rg-final-project.html

